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ABSTRACT: Biodegradable organic–inorganic hybrids based on poly(E-caprolactone) (PCL) and polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane

(POSS) with 5.3–21.3 wt % POSS were synthesized via ring-opening polymerization (ROP). Chemical structures of the polymers were char-

acterized by proton nuclear magnetic resonance (1H NMR), fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), and gel permeation chroma-

tography (GPC). X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis illustrated that both POSS and PCL segment in POSS/PCL hybrids could crystallize and

form two well-separated crystalline phases except in the one with low content of POSS (5.3 wt %). Melting behavior and non-isothermal

crystallization kinetics of POSS/PCL hybrids were studied by differential scanning calorimeter (DSC). The results indicated that the POSS

segment suppressed crystallization of the PCL segment to some extent. Polarizing optical microscope (POM) images showed that POSS/

PCL hybrids with the highest POSS loading (21.3 wt %) possessed “snowflake” shape crystals whereas the ones with relatively low POSS

loading exhibited classic spherulites. Thermogravimetry (TG) measurement revealed that thermal degradation of POSS/PCL hybrids pro-

ceeded by four-step while PCL homopolymers degraded by a single step. VC 2016 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J. Appl. Polym. Sci. 2016, 133, 44113.
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INTRODUCTION

Poly(E-caprolactone) (PCL) is a kind of aliphatic polymer. It

has been widely explored for biomedical field due to its biode-

gradability, biocompatibility, and processibility. However, PCL

has been limited to diverse application because of its low

mechanical properties and long-term degradation.1,2 Thus, con-

siderable research on modification of PCL have been conducted

to overcome its performance defects. Among various modifica-

tion methods, introduction of polyhedral oligomeric silsesquiox-

ane (POSS) into polymer backbone allows the organic and

inorganic phase to interact at the molecular level3 and can

obtain organic–inorganic hybrids. POSS itself is a hybrid mate-

rial.3 A typical POSS molecule possesses an inorganic silica-like

core (Si8O12), which is surrounded by a shell of eight organic

reactive or non-reactive corner groups.3–6 The reactive groups

such as amino and hydroxyl are able to introduce POSS into

polymer matrix by covalent connection. The covalent connec-

tion can limit aggregation of POSS units, improving dispersion

of POSS in polymer matrix in contrast to physical blending.

Inclusion of POSS within PCL matrix leads to remarkable

potential properties, and it also enhances thermal stability,

biostability, mechanical properties, and oxidative resistance of

polymer.3,4,7,8

POSS-containing PCL hybrids have been extensive investigated.

For instance, Mirmohammadi et al.7,8 prepared PCL/POSS and

poly(E-caprolactone fumarate) (PCLF)/POSS nanohybrids via

anionic ring opening polymerization and in situ photocrosslink-

able, respectively, and then studied their thermal and mechani-

cal behavior. Fern�andez et al.9 synthesized POSS-containing

PCL hybrids via click coupling between alkyen moiety-

functionalized POSS and bis-azide end-functionalized PCL and

investigated their thermal degradation behavior and surface

properties. Liu et al.6 and Mya et al.10 synthesized star-shaped

POSS/PCL hybrids. The Mather and coworkers3,11 prepared

TMP diollsobutyl-POSS/PCL nanocomposites and further syn-

thesized POSS/PCL networks. The authors focused on their

shape memory properties, microstructure, and phase behavior.

In this article, we synthesized the same hybrids based on TMP

diollsobutyl-POSS and PCL and studied their non-isothermal

crystallization behavior and thermal degradation process. In our

work, Mo equation was used to describe non-isothermal crystal-

lization kinetics of POSS/PCL hybrids and PCL homopolymers.

The thermal decomposition process of POSS/PCL hybrids and

Additional Supporting Information may be found in the online version of this article.
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pure PCL were studied by thermal gravimetric analyzer (TGA).

In addition, crystalline morphologies of POSS/PCL hybrids were

investigated by hot-stage polarizing microscope (HSPOM).

EXPERIMENTAL

Material Preparation

TMP Diollsobutyl-POSS was produced from Hybrid Plastics Co.,

Hattiesburg, Mississippi, US. E-Caprolactone (E-CL) (>99%)

was supplied from J&K Scientific Co. Ltd., Beijing, China. Chlo-

roform, dibutyltin dilaurate (>90%), deuterated chloroform

(CDCl3), ethylene glycol (EG), and tetrahydrofuran (THF, LC

grade) were purchased from Guoyao Group Chemical Reagent

Co. Ltd., Shanghai, China. Ethanol (>99.7%) was obtained from

Shanghai Titan Scientific Co. Ltd., Shanghai, China. All reagents

were used as received without further purification.

Synthesis of Pure PCL and POSS/PCL Hybrids

The POSS and EG were separately used as initiators to initiate

ring-opening polymerization (ROP) of E-CL in the presence of

dibutyltin dilaurate, which served as a catalyst. For example,

17.80 mL (0.5 mol) of E-CL, 17.77 g (16.7 mmol) of POSS, and

10 drops of dibutyltin dilaurate were added into a 250 mL flask

under a nitrogen atmosphere, and the mixture was stirred at

140 8C for 16h. The resulting polymers were dissolved in chloro-

form and precipitated into excess ethanol to remove residual E-

CL, POSS, and catalyst. The precipitations were filtered and

dried in a vacuum oven at 40 8C for 48 h. POSS/PCL hybrids

and pure PCL with varying molecular weight were obtained by

adjusting the molar ratio of POSS or EG to E-CL.

Gel Permeation Chromatography (GPC)

The molecular weight (Mn) and polydispersity index (PDI) of

the samples were characterized by Waters 1515 HPLC. The

instrument was equipped with Styragel HR 2 THF column and

Styragel HR 4 THF column (7.8 mm 3 300 mm). Polystyrene

standards were used for calibration. The samples were dissolved

in tetrahydrofuran at a concentration of 6.0 mg/mL and then

run with a flow rate of 1.0 mL/min at 35 8C.

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR)

Fourier transform infrared spectra (4,000–400 cm21) of the

samples were acquired employing Nicolet iS10 FTIR and using

KBr disk method. Each spectrum was recorded with a total of

16 scans; each had a resolution of 4 cm21 at room temperature.

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)

Proton NMR (1H NMR) spectra were recorded using Bruker

Aduance III 400 MHz system, operating at 400.13 MHz. In all,

16 scans were acquired and the delay time was 0.006 s. Each

sample was dissolved in CDCl3 with a concentration of about

87.5 mg/mL and then detected at room temperature.

X-ray Diffraction (XRD)

Crystal structures of the samples were detected by Bruker D8 diffrac-

tion system with Cu Ka (k 5 1.5406 Å) radiation source. The meas-

urements were made at a voltage of 40 kV and a current of 40 mA.

Scans were run from a 2u value of 5 to 608 at a scan speed of 48/min.

Differential Scanning Calorimeter (DSC)

The melting and crystallization behaviors and the non-

isothermal crystallization kinetics of the samples were studied

by DSC Q200. Nitrogen was used as the purge gas at the flow

rate of 50 mL/min. The weight of the samples was in the range

of 4–6 mg.

Hot-Stage Polarizing Microscope (HSPOM)

Crystal morphologies of the samples were observed by Leica

DM2700P, which was equipped with LINKAM TMS420 hot

stage and a CCD camera. POSS/PCL hybrids were melted at

150 8C (100 8C for pure PCL) for 3 min and then quickly cooled

to 40 8C in the hot-stage for isothermal crystallization.

Thermal Gravimetric Analyzer (TGA)

Thermal stability of the samples was characterized by TGR

Q500. POSS and POSS/PCL hybrids were heated from 50 to

600 8C (500 8C for pure PCL) at the rate of 10 8C/min. The anal-

yses were done in a nitrogen atmosphere at a flow rate of

60 mL/min.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Preparation of POSS/PCL Hybrids and Pure PCL

POSS/PCL hybrids and pure PCL were synthesized by using

TMP Diollsobutyl-POSS and EG as initiator to initiate ROP of

E-CL under the action of catalyst, dibutyltin dilaurate. Figure 1

described the synthesis process. POSS/PCL hybrids and pure

PCL with different molecular weight were obtained. The result-

ing polymers were named PP10, PP30, PP120, EP10, EP30, and

EP120, respectively. Here, 10, 30, and 120 denoted the molar

ratio of E-CL to initiator. The molecular weight and its distri-

bution of pure PCL and POSS/PCL hybrids were characterized

by GPC and the curves were presented in Figure 2. The curves

of all samples were unimodal, indicating the pure polymers

were obtained. It could be seen that the value of elution time of

the hybrids and corresponding PCL homopolymers decreased

with the molar ratio of E-CL to hydroxyl group, indicating that

Figure 1. Synthesis of POSS/PCL hybrids.
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the molecular weight increased with the amount of E-CL. Nota-

bly, EP30 and PP30 had nearly the same molecular weight, evi-

denced by the similar elution time. The molecular weight and

its distribution of the samples were given in Table I.

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopic (FTIR) Analysis

The FTIR spectra of the samples were shown in Figure 3. In

Figure 3(a), the bands at 2,849 cm21 and 2,868 cm21 were

assigned to methylene stretching vibration of PCL.6,7,10,12 The

sharp peak at 1,723cm21 was considered as C@O stretching

vibration of PCL.7,10,12–14 The band near 1,189 cm21 corre-

sponded to CAOAC asymmetric stretching vibration of PCL

and its symmetric stretching vibration appeared at

1,108 cm21.10 Only characteristic peaks of PCL segment could

be observed in the FTIR spectra of POSS/PCL hybrids. To deter-

mined characteristic peak of POSS segment of the hybrids, the

bands at 1,300–900 cm21 were shown in Figure 3(b). A shoul-

der near 1,108 cm21 (denoted by arrow) was found in the FTIR

spectra of the hybrids and it became obvious as POSS content

increased. Meanwhile, as shown in Figure 3(a), the SiAO

absorption band of pure POSS appeared at 1,113 cm21.6,7,13

These results showed that the shoulder corresponded to SiAO

absorption peak of the POSS segment and it slightly overlapped

with the absorption band of CAOAC symmetric stretching

vibration.

1H NMR Analysis

Figure 4 presented 1H NMR spectra of POSS, pure PCL, and

POSS/PCL hybrid. In the spectrum of POSS/PCL hybrids, a

new resonance peak appeared at j (3.28 ppm). The resonances

at a (0.082 ppm), b (0.58 ppm), c 1 d (0.93), and h (1.83) were

assigned to the POSS segment. The resonances at e (1.35 ppm),

f 1 g (1.62 ppm), i (2.28 ppm), m (3.62 ppm), and k (4.04

ppm) were related to the PCL segment. The existence of reso-

nance peaks of PCL and POSS demonstrated that POSS/PCL

hybrids were synthesized successfully. From the 1H NMR spectra

of POSS/PCL hybrids, the POSS content was calculated and the

results were listed in Table I.

XRD Analysis

The PCL homopolymers, POSS/PCL hybrids, and pure POSS

were studied for crystal structure by X-ray diffraction (XRD)

and the diffraction patterns were presented in Figure 5. The

characteristic reflection peaks of pure POSS appeared at 8.128,

10.88, and 18.88, corresponding to (101), (110), and (122) crys-

talline planes, respectively.11 The diffraction patterns of PCL

homopolymers revealed sharp reflection at 21.58, 22.28, and

23.98, corresponding to (110), (111), and (200), respective-

ly.3,5,6,10,15 The POSS/PCL hybrids with high POSS content

exhibited the crystalline planes for both POSS and PCL, indicat-

ing that the two crystalline phases coexisted in the hybrids. In

addition, the characteristic peak intensity of POSS phase at

8.128 increased with increasing POSS content. The narrow and

sharp reflection peaks of PCL phase showed perfect crystals.

The crystallinity of pure PCL and POSS/PCL hybrids were

obtained by XRD analysis and the results were listed in Table I.

In the hybrids, the crystallinity of PCL segment decreased with

the increase of POSS content. The crystallinity of PP30 was low-

er than that of EP30, which indicated that the crystal formation

of PCL segment was hindered by POSS. The reasons may be

that incorporation of POSS nanocage into polymer chains pre-

vented the formation of well-ordered chain regions and chain

folding.8

Melting and Crystallization Behavior of POSS/PCL Hybrids

and Pure PCL

Differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) heating and cooling

scans of all samples were given in Figure 6. POSS/PCL hybrids

were heated to 200 8C (100 8C for pure PCL) at 30 8C/min and

kept at the temperature for 3 min to erase thermal history, and

subsequently cooled to 290 8C at 5 8C/min and then heated to

200 8C (100 8C for pure PCL) at 10 8C/min. Figure 6(a) showed

Figure 2. GPC traces of pure PCL and POSS/PCL hybrids. [Color figure

can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Table I. The Molecular Weight and Molecular Weight Distribution of Pure PCL and POSS/PCL Hybrids

Samples Initiator
E-CL/–OH
Molar ratio Mn3104 Mw3104 Mw/Mn

POSS
content (wt %)

Crystallinity
(%)

EP10 EG 5 0.70 0.80 1.14 — 38.9

EP30 EG 15 1.17 1.57 1.34 — 36.3

EP120 EG 60 2.58 3.78 1.47 — 31.8

PP10 POSS 5 1.01 1.15 1.14 21.3 26.9

PP30 POSS 15 1.30 1.65 1.27 13.5 32.7

PP120 POSS 60 2.07 3.10 1.50 5.3 36.0
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the cooling DSC curves of pure PCL and the hybrids. The

curves showed that the onset crystallization temperature (T0) of

both PCL homopolymers and PCL segment of POSS/PCL

hybrids moved to high temperature region with the increase of

molecular weight. The higher the T0 is, the easier polymers

crystallize. This phenomenon illustrated that the crystallization

of the PCL segment and PCL homopolymers became easier as

molecular weight increased. The probable reasons were as fol-

lows. The factors that influenced crystallization included the

free energy of formation of the critical nucleus and the free

energy of transport at the interface liquid–crystal. When the

molecular weight was low, the main influential factor was the

free energy of formation of the critical nucleus, which showed a

dependence on the molecular weight. Thus, the crystallization

of the samples became easier with the increase of molecular

weight due to a decrease in the free energy required for nucle-

ation.16 The Figure 6(a) also showed that the melt-

crystallization temperature (Tmc) of the PCL segment were lower

than that of corresponding homopolymer. The melt-

crystallization peak of the POSS segment of was unobvious and

disappeared with the increase of PCL content. In addition, The

Tmc of the POSS segment (51.08 8C) was much lower than that

Figure 3. FTIR spectra of pure PCL and POSS/PCL hybrids: (a) 4,000–500 cm21 and (b) 1,300–900 cm21. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlineli-

brary.com.]

Figure 4. 1H NMR spectra of POSS, PCL, and POSS/PCL hybrids.
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of pure POSS (108.34 8C) (as shown in Supporting Information,

Figure S1). These phenomena indicated that the crystallization

of the PCL segment and the POSS segment were hampered

mutually. The double melting peaks of PCL homopolymer and

the PCL segment were observed in Figure 6(b), which were typ-

ical process including crystals melting, recrystallization, and

remelting.16 The shoulder peaks of the PCL segment were more

evident than that of pure PCL, which suggested that the POSS

segment impeded crystallization of the PCL segment.

Spherulite Morphology

The spherulite morphologies of pure PCL and POSS/PCL

hybrids were studied by using hot-stage polarizing microscope

(HSPOM) under isothermal crystallization at 40 8C. The

HSPOM photos of pure PCL with various molecular weights

were shown in Figure 7(a–c). For pure PCL, typical spherulites

with Maltese cross birefringence patterns were observed. PP30

and PP120 [Figure 7(e–f)] also displayed the spherulite images

with birefringence pattern. However, no spherulite could be

observed in the POM image of PP10. To define crystal mor-

phology of PP10, the crystal growth process was further

observed. Figure 8(a–d) showed the crystal morphologies of

PP10 at different periods. It was interesting that the crystal

morphology of PP10 was quite different from the others (PP30

and PP120), which was similar to the shape of “snowflake”.

Strikingly, in the hybrids, higher content POSS had significant

impact on crystallization of the PCL segment.

Non-Isothermal Crystallization Kinetics

The non-isothermal crystallization kinetics of pure PCL and

POSS/PCL hybrids were performed by DSC. POSS/PCL hybrids

were heated to 150 8C (100 8C for pure PCL) at 30 8C/min and

kept the temperature for 3 min, and subsequently cooled to

0 8C at different rates of 6, 9, 12, and 15 8C/min. The DSC cool-

ing curves of all samples at various rates were shown in Figure

9. The curves shifted to low temperature region and the width

of melting-crystallization broadened as cooling rates increased.

The reason may be as follow. The molecule had no enough

time to form nuclei for crystallization under a fast cooling rate

and the motion of molecular chain could not follow the cooling

rate. Therefore, the curves moved to low temperature for the

sake of nucleation.17 Meanwhile, it required much more time

for molecular chain packing.

Here, the non-isothermal crystallization behaviors of POSS/PCL

hybrids and PCL homopolymers were investigated. The relative

degree of crystallinity, XT, as a function of crystallization tem-

perature, T, can be defined as17–19:

XT 5

ðT

T0

ðdHC=dTÞdT

ðT1

T0

ðdHC=dTÞdT

(1)

where T0 and T1 represent the onset and terminated crystalliza-

tion temperatures of sample, respectively. dHC is the enthalpy of

crystallization. XT versus T plots for PCL and POSS/PCL

hybrids were shown in Supporting Information, Figure S2.

The crystallization time t was calculated using the following

equation17–19:

t5
T02T

v
(2)

where T is the temperature at crystallization time t and v is the

cooling rate. Combining eqs. (1) and (2), the relative degree of

crystallinity (Xt) is a function of crystallization time (t). That

can be defined as following equation18,19:

Figure 5. XRD traces of pure PCL, POSS/PCL hybrids, and POSS. [Color

figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 6. DSC curves of pure PCL and POSS/PCL hybrids. (a) Cooling scans and (b) the second heating scans. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonli-

nelibrary.com.]
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Xt5

ðt

t0

ðdHC=dtÞdt

ðt1

t0

ðdHC=dtÞdt

(3)

where t0 and t1 represent the onset and terminated time of

melt crystallization, respectively. Xt versus t plots for PCL

and POSS/PCL hybrids were shown in Supporting Information,

Figure S3.

The crystallization half-time (t1/2) of all samples at different cool-

ing rates were shown in Figure 10. The t1/2 of pure PCL (EP10,

EP30, and EP120) varied slightly, which suggested that the overall

crystallization rate of PCL had no obvious change as molecular

weight increased. For the same molecular weight, the t1/2 of PP30

was much longer than that of EP30. As well known, incorporating

POSS within polymeric architecture affected the crystallization

rate of the matrix. On one hand, the steric hindrance of POSS

core could reduce the molecular mobility of the matrix, which

decelerated the rate of grain growth. However, POSS could act as

the heterogeneous nucleating agent to accelerate the crystallization

rate of the matrix.20 In the present case, the overall crystallization

rate decreased due to the incorporation of POSS. The content of

POSS in PP30 was relatively low, some of the POSS molecule

could molecular disperse in the matrix. The steric hindrance of

POSS core reduced the molecular mobility of the PCL matrix.

The t1/2 for PP30 and PP1120 showed little difference, and they

were much longer than that of PP10. For POSS/PCL hybrids with

high content of POSS, some of the POSS molecule aggregated to

form crystals and it could act as the heterogeneous nucleating

agent to accelerate the crystallization rate of the matrix.6,10,20

The non-isothermal crystallization kinetics was further investi-

gated by using the Mo equation, as follows17,19:

log v5log FðTÞ2a log t (4)

where the parameter F(T) 5 [K(T)/Z]1/m. The K(T) refers to the

Ozawa cooling function at temperature T and Z is Avrami crys-

tallization rate constant. The physical meaning of F(T) is that

the value of cooling rate has to be chosen in a unit crystalliza-

tion time when the measured system reaches a certain degree of

crystallinity. a is ratio of Avrami exponent n to the Ozawa

exponent m.

Figure 7. POM photographs of (a) EP10, (b) EP30, (c) EP120, (d) PP10, (e) PP30, and (f) PP120 spherulites observed under isothermal crystallization

at 40 8C. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 8. Crystal morphologies of PP10 during isothermal crystallization

at 40 8C. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]
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Combining eqs. (1–4), plots of log v versus log t for pure PCL

and POSS/PCL hybrids were given in Figure 11. The log v and

log t had a good linear relationship, indicating that the Mo

equation could be used to analyze the non-isothermal crystalli-

zation process of pure PCL and POSS/PCL hybrids.18,19 The val-

ue of a and F(T) were estimated from the intercept and the

slope of the plots, respectively. The parameters were listed in

Table II. The Mo exponent value varied between 1.29 and 1.44,

showing a little fluctuation for different samples and different

degree of crystallinity. The F(T) increased with the increase of

relative degree of crystallinity in all samples. In certain relative

degree of crystallinity, the larger the F(T) is, the more slowly

the polymers crystallize.19 The value of F(T) of PP30 was much

larger than that of EP30, indicating that PCL segment of PP30

crystallized slowly than EP30. The value of F(T) of PP30 and

PP120 were much larger than that of PP10, showing that PP30

and PP120 crystallized slowly than PP10. These results were

Figure 9. DSC cooling curves of pure PCL and POSS/PCL hybrids at various rates. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Figure 10. Crystallization half-time t1/2 of pure PCL and POSS/PCL

hybrids at different cooling rates. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonli-

nelibrary.com.]
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Figure 11. Plots of log v versus log t for pure PCL and POSS/PCL hybrids at different degree of crystallinity. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonline-

library.com.]

Table II. Values of F(T) and a of Pure PCL and POSS/PCL Hybrids Obtained Using Mo Method

Samples Parameters

Crystallinity (%)

20 40 50 60 80

EP10 a 1.31 1.32 1.34 1.35 1.42

F(T) 3.36 4.31 4.73 5.22 6.40

EP30 a 1.29 1.30 1.31 1.34 1.44

F(T) 3.20 4.08 4.50 4.89 5.97

EP120 a 1.20 1.24 1.25 1.27 1.35

F(T) 3.60 4.49 4.93 5.36 6.51

PP10 a 1.20 1.23 1.25 1.28 1.36

F(T) 2.98 3.68 3.40 4.35 5.30

PP30 a 1.32 1.31 1.32 1.34 1.39

F(T) 3.61 4.69 5.15 5.62 6.84

PP120 a 1.32 1.34 1.35 1.38 1.44

F(T) 3.67 4.70 5.21 5.70 6.99
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well coincident with those of t1/2, which proved that Mo equa-

tion was successful in describing the non-isothermal crystalliza-

tion process of POSS/PCL hybrids and PCL homopolymers.

Thermal Degradation

Thermal degradation behaviors of POSS, pure PCL, and POSS/

PCL hybrids were studied by TGA. Figure 12 showed the ther-

mogravimetry (TG) and differential thermogravimetry (DTG)

curves of all samples. The degradation parameters, deriving from

TGA curves, were summarized in Table III. The DTG trace of

POSS [Figure 12(a)] showed a peak at 448.19 8C and two should-

ers at 269.73 8C and 507.96 8C, respectively, which illustrated that

the degradation process involved three consecutive mechanism.

The weight loss at low temperature region probably resulted from

the volatilization of POSS and the second and the third step prob-

ably attributed to the rupture of SiAC and SiAOASi bonds.21–25

Figure 12. TG and DTG curves of POSS, pure PCL, and POSS/PCL hybrids. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

Table III. The Parameters of Thermal Degradation of Pure PCL, POSS/PCL Hybrids, and POSS

Samples T0 (8C) T5% (8C) Tmax (8C) Tf (8C)

EP10 185.28 241.72 324.35 340.00

EP30 192.40 233.92 303.57 322.18

EP120 210.33 250.67 309.48 326.28

PP10 1st 174.70 225.63 291.79 548.06

2nd 346.13

3rd 412.23

4th 520.02

PP30 1st 199.00 238.00 295.65 538.03

2nd —

3rd 412.84

4th 506.14

PP120 1st 186.66 251.12 316.43 544.62

2nd — —

3rd 422.46

4th 514.51

POSS 1st 204.13 276.22 296.73 555.58

2nd 448.19

3rd 506.96
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The TG and DTG curves of pure PCL [Figure 12(b,c)] dis-

played single step weight loss process in the 180–350 8C tem-

perature range, mainly due to statistical rupture of the

polyester chains.25 The Figure 12(e) indicated that POSS/PCL

hybrids underwent four-step weight loss process. According to

the weight loss mechanism and weight loss temperature

regions of POSS and pure PCL, the probable degradation

process was as follows. For POSS/PCL hybrids, decomposition

initially occurred through pyrolysis of ester bond, and then

proceeded via volatilization of POSS, which resulted from the

first step. Further decomposition occurred through thermal

cracking of chemical bonds (SiAC, SiAO) of some residual

POSS.

As seen in the Table III, the initial decomposition temperature

(T0) of pure PCL increased as molecular weight increased,

whereas the T0 of POSS/PCL hybrids increased first and then

decreased. The temperature at 5% weight loss (T5%) of POSS/

PCL hybrids increased with the increase of molecular weight,

while the T5% of pure PCL decreased first and then increased.

The thermal degradation behaviors of POSS/PCL hybrids were

very different from that of pure PCL. These phenomena showed

that incorporation of POSS molecule affected thermal degrada-

tion of the hybrids. Additionally, for PP30, the T0 value

increased by 6.5 8C and the T5% value increased by 4.6 8C com-

pared with EP30. In addition, the thermal degradation tempera-

ture region of PP10 fell in a broader range. These results

revealed that thermal stability of POSS/PCL hybrids enhanced

by the introduction of POSS because POSS nanocage had

higher thermal stability and it also constrained the movement

of molecular chains.9,26

CONCLUSIONS

A series of POSS/PCL hybrids and pure PCL have been synthe-

sized via open-ring polymerization in the presence of dibutyltin

dilaurate. 1H NMR and FTIR verified that POSS/PCL hybrids

were synthesized successfully. The molecular weights of the pol-

ymers were determined by GPC and the measurement also

showed relatively narrow molecular distribution of the samples.

Crystal structures of POSS/PCL hybrids were analyzed by XRD

and the results demonstrated that both POSS and PCL segment

of POSS/PCL hybrids formed separated crystalline phase, except

PP120 with low content of POSS in which only the PCL phase

was formed.

The melting and crystallization behavior of POSS/PCL hybrids

and pure PCL were carried on DSC. The results illustrated that

the crystallization of the PCL segment and the POSS segment

were hampered mutually.

The “snowflake” shape crystals of the highest POSS-containing

PCL hybrid (PP10) were observed in POM images, which were

quite different from crystal morphologies of the others.

The non-isothermal crystallization kinetics of POSS/PCL

hybrids and pure PCL were explored using DSC at different

cooling rates. Mo method was successfully described non-

isothermal crystallization kinetics of POSS/PCL hybrids and

pure PCL.

Thermal degradation of POSS/PCL hybrids and pure PCL were

studied by TGA. The degradation of POSS/PCL hybrids pro-

ceeded by four-step while pure PCL degraded by a single step.

The initial decomposition temperature and the temperature at

5% weight loss of PP30 were higher than that of corresponding

homopolymer.
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